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Brian Webb's artwork is found throughout the
world. This Albuquerque native began working in
high school on his vocation which would eventually turn into an international jewelry business.

A Swedish exchange student introduced Brian to
friends from Sweden at the age of 16, who were
making brass belt buckles. Brian ended up buying
their equipment & adding earings to his budding
business. Two years at UNM as an engineering
student gave Brian skills that he would
later use to create the machinery that
would enable him to expand his business into other lines. During this time
he also was the light & sound man for
a retro 60's band. The band members
served as Brian's workers in his new
expanding business.
Brian's big break came when Penneys Dept Store
decided to get into Southwestern jewelry. With
large wholesale orders under his belt, Brian bought
his own building & the equipment necessary to
continue enlarging his inventory. The rest is history. He works in sterling silver as well as in an aluminum alloy which is handground & polished. He
also does specialty items in wood. Brian continues
to add new lines to his ever increasing international business.
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505.764.0302
site: www.weemsgallery.com

What is
Alumenart?
Alumenart is the
latest group of
creations from
designer Brian
Webb. They are
made from an
alloy of eight different metals that
are heat-treated to
give it lasting durability. Each Alumenart piece is
meticulously hand ground & hand polished to a
brilliant luster. Alumenart creations have an
excellent resistance to tarnishing & maintain a
beautiful shine for years to come.
these unique designs are from the
. . of designer Brian Webb,
studio is located in the desert
His creations have been sold
galleries, fine department stores &
"I-"~"'u""~r catalogs all over the world for
more than 18 years.
We think you will find these delightful accessories a quality addition to any home or office.
Please feel free to call or email us with any questions or wholesale inquiries about these products.

